Experimental demonstration of a high-frequency forward scattering acoustic barrier in a dynamic coastal environment.
Detecting a target by measuring its forward scattered field is of interest for harbor surveillance because target strength levels are generally higher in the forward direction than in the backward direction for simple geometries. An acoustic barrier based on forward scattering was demonstrated in a nearly range-independent shallow water environment. The experimental location was characterized by high reverberation, low temporal signal coherence, and, as a result, few stable multipath arrivals due to the fluctuating sea surface. This high-frequency experiment utilized a vertical source array, broadcasting broadside pulses, and a vertical receiver array spanning the water column. The signal of interest was the aberration (in space and time) caused by the acoustic forward scattering field of crossing targets (2-m-long aluminum cylinder, 1-m-diameter steel sphere and pair of scuba tanks). Hence, the spatial and temporal coherence of the recorded acoustic signals was first investigated to assess the stability of the early acoustic arrivals in this rapidly fluctuating coastal environment. A principal component analysis of the stable portion of the recorded acoustic signals was then used to determine the crossing time of the target and to isolate some of its scattered wavefield components.